Basic needs in the workplace remain more or less consistent over time. We need to sit, talk, think, store, and relax. However, the design and layout of the workplace are in constant change. Temporary projects, new colleagues, or new ways of working are all key drivers in an increasingly changing environment.

Therefore, we have created a furniture system with high flexibility that enables change. The different modules can be combined in various ways to fit the current needs and can easily be reconfigured when the demands shift.

All modules can be reconfigured without causing damage or leaving marks. Everything is easily affixed by the smart pattern of holes as well as the frames which are the foundation of the system. This results in a strong, stable and flexible construction facilitating change.
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CREATE SPACES

EFG Create is designed using thin and distinctive lines. Since the parts are “simple” separately, they combine perfectly in larger configurations and layouts. The thin dimensions are also selected to ensure we’re not using more material than absolutely necessary, without compromising stability or practicality.

The system allows you to create “open” and “closed” walls for use as room dividers as well as areas for increased privacy and / or collaboration.
CREATE COMBINATIONS

Storage modules in size 380x570 can be stacked and mounted on the seating base.

The seating base has the same height as one storage module. Combine with overlapping table.

Two Create storage modules on the new metal base have the same height as the back of the sofa.

The table tops and the thick armrest can be equipped with power outlets.

Anders Pehrson’s classic Bumling lamp in a special edition recessed into the table top.

The sitting height on the sofa is suited for traditional table height. It allows the furniture to fit as well in breakout areas as it does in touch down areas for meetings or work.

Subtle and well balanced seams and details.
CREATE YOUR OWN

The thin, but solid metal base is the foundation in the Create seating system. There are 5 different bases upon which to create your own seating system. Then it’s up to you. Combine seats for bench, seats and backs for sofa, armrests, table tops or storage units as you please. Everything is easily mounted on the base.

The system is based on the size of 1 seat. The bases are in sizes 1, 2 and 3 seats. And in addition 2+ 1/3 seats and 2+ 2/3 seats, which enables an almost infinite amount of possible combinations of seats and armrests, storage units and table tops which comes in sizes of 1/3 of a seat to the size of 1 full seat.

BASES

SEATS

Seat + back

1 seater
570 mm
SECSEATB1

2 seater
1140 mm
SECSEATB2

3 seater
1710 mm
SECSEATB3

SEAT + BACK

1 seater
570 mm
SECSEAT1

2 seater
1140 mm
SECSEAT2

3 seater
1710 mm
SECSEAT3

1 1/3 seater
1330 mm
SECSEAT21

2 2/3 seater
1520 mm
SECSEAT22

190 mm
(1/3 seat)
SECWB570

Metal module
380 mm
(2/3 seat)
SECM570

Wooden module
380 mm
(2/3 seat)
SECM570

Wooden module with drawers
380 mm
(2/3 seat)
SECM570DR

570 mm
(1 seat)
SECT570

380 mm
(2/3 seat)
SECT380

190 mm
(1/3 seat)
SECT190

Thin
50 mm
Attached outside base SECATBR

Exception
Prepared for Power supply SECAB1

TABLE TOPS

190 mm
(1/3 seat)
SECT190

380 mm
(2/3 seat)
SECT380

570 mm
(1 seat)
SECT570

Power and lamp as option in table top.

CONNECTOR

Connector fitting for seating modules SECCON

STORAGE BOX

176 mm
(1/3 seat)
SECW176

EFG CREATE STORAGE

Modules with sizes 570x380x380 can be attached on the base.

Metal module
380 mm
(2/3 seat)
SECMB380

Wooden module
380 mm
(2/3 seat)
SECWB380

Wooden module with drawers
380 mm
(2/3 seat)
SECW176DR

POWER AND LAMP

Connector fitting for seating modules SECAB1

EXAMPLE 1:
The seat, armrest and table top can be placed in optional order to match the size of the base. In this example 2 seater seat and back, table (1/3 seat) and 2 EFG Create storage modules (2/3 seat) are used to match the size of a 3 seater stand.

EXAMPLE 2:
In this example 2 seater seat and back, table (2/3 seat) and armrest (1/3 seat) are used to match the size of a 3 seater stand.
CREATE DIVERSITY

To make things easier, and to give you inspiration, we have created 21 pre-defined configurations displayed on the page to the right.
Just like all our products, EFG Create is designed and manufactured with minimal environmental impacts and in accordance with the established Nordic furniture eco-labeling. Components consist mainly of recyclable material, all wood is FSC certified, and we do not use any harmful chemicals. All our standard fabrics carry the EU-flower.

CREATE GOOD CONSCIENCE

The flexible table EFG Navi in matching colours is a perfect match with EFG Create seating.
EFG (European Furniture Group) is a leading European supplier of flexible interior solutions for offices and public environments with added values that build image and increase performance. EFG meets unique demands and needs by offering a complete range of furniture with design, sustainability and flexibility in focus. EFG is represented all over Scandinavia and in major parts of Europe.